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BEHAVIORAL UNDERSTANDING FOR
SHARED AND AUTONOMOUS MOBILITY
MONITOR IN-VEHICLE OCCUPANTS WITH ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE VIDEO UNDERSTANDING TECHNOLOGY
Fully autonomous vehicles have no drivers – only passengers.
In sporadic pay-as-you drive services, there is no car owner and therefore no person in charge. In driver-for-rent services
or in public transportation vehicles, the passengers are unknown or strangers.
In all these use-cases it is important to ensure that all in-vehicle occupants are secure, safe and the vehicle is protected
from occupant’s improper use and external threats.
The increasing demand for “drive-for-rent” and “car-for-rent” models, together with analysts predictions regarding future
large-scale use of autonomous robo-taxis and robo-bus generates the need for in-vehicle monitoring that will ensure
in-vehicle safety. viisights’ in-vehicle monitoring system utilizes viisights' ability to understand human behavior via live
video streams sourced from an in-vehicle camera(s). In many cases, the video stream will be used as the main signal, yet
the system can use additional sensors and data to increase its accuracy.
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ABOUT VIISIGHTS
viisights is a leading provider of behavioral understanding systems for real-time video intelligence that leverage unique
artificial intelligence technology. The company provides behavioral understanding systems for safe and smart cities,
enterprises, campuses, financial institutes, critical infrastructures, transportation hubs and shared mobility initiatives.
viisights’ mission statement is to develop artificial intelligence technologies that facilitate human-like video understanding,
in order to create fully autonomous video intelligence systems powered by pattern prediction technology.
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